
 

 

 

Step 1: Score each question based on how true this is for your business and the people who are important to deliver on 

results. Use a scoring method that speaks to you. 

 Tip: Important people will differ by question, consider your team, partners, customers, and investors when you answer 

Step 2: Write down specific observations you had. They could be gaps in disciplines, understanding, or insights you had. 

Strategize: Set the Direction Score Observations 

Why 
Is everyone clear on why you exist? 
(i.e. your purpose, impact, reason for being) 

    

Who 
Is everyone clear who you exist for? 
(i.e. your ideal customer) 

    

What 
Does everyone know what it will take? 
(i.e. big picture resources approach) 

    

Viability 
Does everyone know how viable it is? 
(i.e. are the risks/down sides and competition clear) 

    

 

Plan: Chart the Course Score Observations 

Moves 
Are the next 3-5 critical steps clear to everyone? (i.e. big 
rocks or roadmap items, like new products) 

 

  

Risks 
Are the largest down sides and response plans clear? 
(i.e. tests, thresholds, and actions) 

 

  

Resources 
Does everyone know the resources needed to make the 
next moves? (e.g. people, money, time, assets, real 
estate, partners etc.) 

 

  

Choices Do people know priorities and when to say no?  
  

Goals Does everyone know the results they are going after?  

  

 

Execute: Get Results Score Observations 

Measures 
Is everyone actively monitoring measures that will get 
results? (Tip: You can over and under monitor) 

  

  

Awareness 
Do you know about mistakes, feedback and issues? (Tip: 
Ask yourself if you get surprised by issues) 

  
  

Learning 
Do learnings resulting in quick changes to work and 
plans everyone is aware of? 

  
  

Results Does your company achieve the goals you set?   
  

  

Operating System Review: Discipline you apply across your business (how) 



 

 

 

Step 1: Score each question based on how true this is for your business. This list is a generic starting point and not 

tailored to a specific industry or size. Use a scale of your choosing. 

Step 2: Write down specific observations as you were scoring. 

Functions: How you run Score Observations 

Financials 

- Goals are set and met annually and reflect my needs 
- Projection models (volume and cost) support goals 
- Adjusted based on monthly performance 
- Access to cash needed when it’s needed 
- People are paid and revenue received efficiently 
- I can live with or have mitigated my worst case 
- Taxes and accounting are clear and managed 
- My business is self-sustaining and I am paid fairly  

   

People 
- Right people, right skills, doing the right work 
- My team is supported and committed to results 
- Intentional about where I contract vs. hire 

   

Technology 

- Know what I need, able to get it and connect it 
- Know what data I need and how to get it 
- Solves problems, is simple, and can grow with me 
- Works when it needs to, supported when it doesn’t 

   

Supply Chain 
& Operations 

- Can see and manage my delivery commitments 
- Have supplies I need at the right time and price 
- Team delivers to the customer as committed 
- Strong partners and relationships when needed 
- My secret sauce is systemized 

   

Legal, 
Regulatory & 
Compliance 

- My key assets are protected (e.g. IP) 
- Contracts don’t expose me to unrecoverable risk 
- I know how laws affect me (e.g. data privacy) 

   

 

Market: What you do and who you serve Score Observations 

Offerings 
- Meet customer needs differently than competition 
- Diversified without fracturing our focus 
- Price considers value, customer, and costs 

 

  

Customers 

- I have a good pulse on my customers and its positive 
- I engage with customers as I define what I offer 
- My customers are loyal; I create win-win solutions 
- My customers know who to call to get answers 
- We iterate based on constructive customer feedback 

 

  

Sales 

- Sales targets are set and met each month and year 
- I know and adapt to my performance and pipeline  
- I know what sells the best and why 
- My sales don't succumb to feast or famine 

 

  

Brand 
- We show up consistently aligned to direction 
- Our words and visuals resonate with our customers 
- Channels and campaigns are managed by results 

 

  

 

Growth Application Review: Expertise you need to grow (what) 


